F. No. 288/Resul"GT (Sanskrit)/Male/CC-Ml/DSSSB/2021-22/ 3Y| V~&L

Dated: /J /J'/'°'I

NO TICE
Subject:-Declaration of Marks of online examination held on 05.09.2021 for the post
ofTGT(Sanskrit)Male,Postcode-54/21anduploadinge.dossier-regarding.
The DSSSB vide advertisement No. 03/2021 dated 27.05.2021 had advertised 866
vacancies (uR-390, EWS-25, OBC-275, SC-115, ST-61 including PH/OH-19, PHIVH-16) for
thepostofTGT(SanskrithMale,Postcode-54/21inDepartmentofDirectorateofEducation,
GNCTD.

2.

Tier-I online written examination was held on 05.09.2021.

3.
The marks obtained by 3813 candidates who duly appeared in written exami.nation
conducted (online mode) on 05.09.2021 have been uploaded on the OARS module of the
Board's website.
Candidates can view their marks by lagging into their account in OARS
module on !aaaaa!:gsss±2gn!in£. njcL=ip .

4.
Based on the performance in the examination (onHne mode), only 763 candidates have
obtained marks above or equal to minimum qualifying marks in each section (Section A &
Section 8 separately) in his respective category and have been provisionally shortlisted to
uploading of e-dossier subject to attaining minimum qualifying marks and correctness of the
information furnished by the candidate in his/her online application form.

5.

The cutoff marks for uploading ofe-dossiers only have been given as under:-

CategoryAspermeritthemin.
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AH the qualified candidates under EWS category have been shortlisted under uR

category for uploading of e-dossier.
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7.
Kindly note that the e-dossier link will be activated to only those candidates who are in
the consideration zone of selection.

8.
The candidate who has been shortHsted for faHing in the consideration zone of selection
MUSTuploadhis/herawrequisite/applicabledocumentsinthesaidljnkinstipulatedtime.

9.

The e-dossier link shall be activated for a period of 15

days w.e.f. 21/12/2021 to 04/01/2022.
10.
The candidate uploading e-dossier should ensure that he/she fulfills aH the eligibill.ty
criteria as on the cutoff date, i.e 03/07/2021 as per Advertisement No. 03/2021. The shortlisted
candidates are also being separately informed through SMS & E-MaH on their registered mobile
number & e-maH id. as an additional facilityjust for the facilitation of the candidates.
But I.n
case a candidate does not get any information on his/her registered mobile no./ema„ id due to
any reason, then it would not give any right to the candidate for extension of uploading of e-
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Candidates are advised to visit website of the Board and OARS portal regularly for

further information.

12.
Mere asking the candidate for uploading documents in the e-dossier module does not
confer him/her any right to selection to the applied post. Final selection will be made purely on
the basis of merit against the notified ve?ancies provided the candidate falling in the zone of
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13.
While every care has been taken in preparing the list of shortlisted candidate, DSSSB
reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any, detected at any stage.
14.

The above short listing of candidates for calling of e-dossier for the post of TOT

(Sanskrit) Male, Post Code-54/21 in Directorate of Education is subject to outcome of
pending court case, if any.

15.

This issueswith the approval of chairman, DSSSB.

`+,,
DY. SECRETARY, DSSSB

